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mutation in the hepatocyte nuclear factor 1alpha gene. Most infants with monogenic forms of diabetes develop diabetes within
the first 6 months of life, with a marked diurnal variation in blood glucose concentrations. We report two boys with transient
neonatal diabetes. The boys were the first children of healthy unrelated parents. Despite full remission of the disease in the
second patient, diabetes resolved in the first patient upon starting insulin therapy at age 11 months. Molecular analysis was
performed on a proband and his affected mother and paternal grandmother. All three individuals carried a point mutation
(G-->C) within the hepatocyte nuclear factor 1alpha (HNF1A) gene, resulting in substitution of the amino acid lysine for

asparagine at position 124 (L124N). This is a well-known variant associated with maturity-onset diabetes of the young in adults,
but has not previously been reported in association with a monogenic form of diabetes in children. Our results suggest that the
L124N variant is sufficient to cause diabetes. The common maternal origin of the affected mother and proband suggests that
our patients were of monozygotic twins, but diabetes in the proband was transient and resolved shortly after insulin treatment,
suggesting the presence of additional factors, other than the HNF1A mutation, that are involved in the aetiology of transient
neonatal diabetes.[Distribution and control of the sign polymorphic of culture strains of Candida tropicalis]. The distribution
and persistence of the yeast culture collection of Candida tropicalis of the Buenos Aires University were studied with three

different media, Sabouraud, Tryptic Soy Agar and Czapek-Dox Agar. These media were selected in order to simulate
respectively: a typical tropical area of the world, a medium which simulates a dry climate, and a temperature of 40 degrees C.
Most of the strains of C. tropicalis were isolated from wound infections; only three cultures were isolated from the respiratory

tract. The colonies
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argument use I'm trying to do the following, which seems odd to me. I'm trying to create a macro with 3 arguments, and two of
those arguments have different meanings, but I only want to specify one of them for some uses. Here's some example code to
show what I'm talking about. #define MACRO_TEST(functionName, param1, param2) \ functionName(); \ \ if (param1) { \

param1 \ } else { \ if (param2) { edd6d56e20
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